
Under $3 : Autumn Candle Holder - Tartan
 

Autumn Candle Holder - Tartan

  

 

Just Gorgeous! Tartan is trending and we are totally here for it. Expect to pay as much as $11 elsewhere for this versatile (2-in-1) candle holder
(one only - comes empty). It beautifully holds a Tealight Candle and just as easily displays a tapered candle with style. See further details
below. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price: 
Variant price modifier: 

Base price with tax: $2.95

$2.95

GST Inc$0.27

Ask a question about this product  

 

Description 

 Quality at an Affordable Budget Price!

Historically, tartans were woven in wool and reserved for Scottish kilts but transferred to this quality ceramic design it is made to brighten Mum's home décor.

Some say the tartan design is suited to the colder months, but when it comes to a candle holder - it rocks all year round.

So very versatile... this ceramic holder may be used with multiple types of candle styles - tealight, tapered or even a small pillar candle.
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Under $3 : Autumn Candle Holder - Tartan
 

(Please note - comes empty - no candle included for this price)

This is a beautiful quality gift - particularly at our price - but better still if you can afford to gift/sell in lots of twos... as they make a stunning pair.

Please note also that we will dispatch in boxes of two... so the minimum purchase is 2 units...as they are factory packaged in sets of two.

You will need to securely bubble-wrap if selling/gift-giving in single units purchased at $2.95.

If purchasing in bulk you are welcome to request a discounted price - if stock is still plentiful and you are ordering well in advance.
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